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LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Western University is situated on the traditional lands of the Anishinaabek, Haudenosaunee, Lunaapewak, and Chonnonton Nations, who have long-standing relationships to the land and region of southwestern Ontario and the city of London. The local First Nations communities are the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation, the Oneida Nation of the Thames, and the Munsee Delaware Nation.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Business 9815 (Operations II PhD Seminar) provides seminar participants with a discussion-based, shared learning opportunity to constructively yet critically assess a sampling of noteworthy empirical research examining foundational substantive topics in operations management including capacity management, inventory management, production planning and control, lean management, quality management, service management, supply management, sustainable and responsible operations, and operations strategy. While in many instances more recent published papers were purposefully selected for discussion, a shared learning and collaborative review of these research efforts should provide introductory scholarly theorization and managerial practice understanding to aid seminar participants in their own framing and examination of empirically informed and/or informing operational phenomenon. In the process, seminar participants will be encouraged to identify and assimilate for their own scholarly insights and foundational knowledge well-being the seminal empirical research in each operations management substantive topic area examined.
LEARNING OUTCOMES/OBJECTIVES

The specific content and skills learning goals for the Operations II PhD Seminar are:

1. By reading and critically analyzing a sample of the scholarly literature, seminar participants will develop a meaningful understanding of the relevant substantive, theoretical, and practical issues and considerations related to each of the core operations management topics addressed in the course.
2. Given that the readings are purposively selected to illustrate different types of scholarly perspectives and empirical approaches found in the literature, seminar participants should gain thoughtful insights on, and be able to articulate how, practically relevant empirical research is rigorously formulated, argued, executed, and communicated.
3. Seminar participants will critically, yet constructively, evaluate the argumentation and theorization strengths and weaknesses of the assigned empirical research articles and discuss the substantive insights, and their associated scholarly and managerial ramifications, emanating from each reading.
4. Seminar participants will be encouraged to synthesize and integrate ideas from the scholarly literature to identify their own novel, practically relevant, and theorization and understanding advancing research questions and suppositions.

METHODS OF EVALUATION

Each seminar participant will be evaluated on the quality of their efforts in the following way:

1. Contribution – 40%

   I expect each seminar participant to be fully prepared and actively contribute to shared-learning in all twelve discussion sessions. In preparing each assigned article, please consider the following preparation questions (as well as others that may be relevant to the specific scholarly research discussed):

   - What is the nature and scope of the phenomenon, issue, or problem being addressed?
   - Is the phenomenon, issue, or problem a managerially significant one? Why?
   - What is the scholarly argumentation/theorization proposed in the article?
   - What are the authors’ major suppositions and assumptions?
   - Is the empirical research methodology appropriate for rigorously examining the phenomenon, issue, or problem being addressed?
   - What are the strengths and shortcomings of the empirical research effort?
   - Does the empirical research analysis support the discussion-based insights and conclusions?
   - Are the author(s) empirically-based conclusions practically relevant for decision makers?
   - What meaningful contribution does this research offer to the scholarly literature? To me?

2. Term Paper – 40%. The term paper encompasses a critical, and hopefully novel, conceptualization and initial research design of an empirical examination of an operations management phenomenon, issue, or problem related to any of the PhD seminar substantive
topics discussed. More details will be provided in the January 11th class session. Seminar participants should submit their completed term paper no later than April 18.

3. Manuscript review (take-home) – 20%. The assignment’s manuscript will be distributed on March 14 and seminar participants should submit their review no later than April 11.

In-person attendance, unless exempted by the seminar faculty member, for all synchronous learning class sessions is expected. A synchronous hybrid learning option will be offered to those feeling unwell for any particular class session. Any seminar participant missing more than two synchronous learning class sessions will be withdrawn from the course. Further, seminar participants are expected to be fully prepared for each class session and meaningfully contribute to every shared learning discussions. There is no make-up work for missed contribution to shared learning. Lastly, late submissions will not be accepted.

MATERIALS/REQUIRED READING

A listing of assigned readings for each seminar session is appended to this course syllabus. These assigned readings are generally available through Western University’s Library website (under the E-Journals link) and seminar participants are expected to obtain their own copies of these assigned readings and have each article fully prepared for discussion prior to each synchronous learning session. Given the array of empirical research methods utilized in these assigned readings, it is expected that seminar participants do their best prior to each class session to familiarize themselves, either individually or in groups, with any pertinent background article references related to the method(s)/methodology employed.

COURSE TIMELINE AND FORMAT

The following table highlights the Operations II PhD Seminar schedule. As noted previously, a listing of assigned readings for each seminar session is appended to this course syllabus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Operations Management Research Areas and Approaches</td>
<td>January 11, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Capacity Management</td>
<td>January 18, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Inventory Management</td>
<td>January 25, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Production Planning and Control</td>
<td>February 1, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lean Management</td>
<td>February 8, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Quality Management</td>
<td>February 15, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Service Management</td>
<td>February 29, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Healthcare Management</td>
<td>March 7, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Supply Management</td>
<td>March 14, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sustainable and Responsible Operations</td>
<td>March 21, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Operations Strategy</td>
<td>March 28, 2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Operations Management Empirical Research Opportunities</td>
<td>April 4, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENROLLMENT RESTRICTIONS

Enrollment in this course is restricted to graduate students in the Ivey PhD Program, as well as any student who has obtained special permission to enroll from the seminar faculty member as well as the Graduate Chair (or equivalent) from the student’s home program.

ACADEMIC OFFENCES: PLAGIARISM AND ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

Scholastic offences are taken seriously and students are directed to read the appropriate policy, specifically, the definition of what constitutes a Scholastic Offence, at http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/pdf/academic_policies/appeals/scholastic_discipline_grad.pdf.

All required papers may be subject to submission for textual similarity review to the commercial plagiarism-detection software under license to the University for the detection of plagiarism. All papers submitted for such checking will be included as source documents in the reference database for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of papers subsequently submitted to the system. Use of the service is subject to the licensing agreement, currently between The University of Western Ontario and Turnitin.com (http://www.turnitin.com).

GENERATIVE AI USE IN IVEY’S PROGRAMS

The use of generative AI has implications for a student’s relationship with academic rigour, academic integrity, and data privacy. There are opportunities and there are risks; many of which are not yet comprehensively known.

In creating deliverables for assessment (including in-class contribution, pre- and post-class contribution, session reflections, assignments, reports), students have the opportunity to produce high quality, evidence-based, original work that advances and deepens their learning. It has been documented that generative AI tools can produce inaccurate, biased and/or outdated information. Please take the necessary steps to verify the accuracy of the information produced and its references.

Should a faculty member permit the use of generative AI tools in their course, they will provide instructions as to scope of its use. In these instances, it is the student’s responsibility to reference all uses of generative AI in line with one of the three citation and reference management systems: MLA, Chicago, APA.

HEALTH AND WELLNESS SERVICES

As part of a successful graduate student experience at Western, we encourage students to make their health and wellness a priority. Western provides several on campus health-related services to help you
achieve optimum health and engage in healthy living while pursuing your graduate degree. See https://www.uwo.ca/health.

Students who are in emotional/mental distress should refer to Mental Health Support at https://www.uwo.ca/health/psych/index.html for a complete list of options about how to obtain help. Additionally, students seeking help regarding mental health concerns are advised to speak to someone they feel comfortable confiding in, such as their faculty supervisor, their program director or program coordinator.

ACCESSIBLE EDUCATION WESTERN

Western is committed to achieving barrier-free accessibility for all its members, including graduate students. As part of this commitment, Western provides a variety of services devoted to promoting, advocating, and accommodating persons with disabilities in their respective graduate program.

Graduate students with disabilities (for example, chronic illnesses, mental health conditions, mobility impairments) are strongly encouraged to register with Accessible Education Western (AEW), a confidential service designed to support graduate and undergraduate students through their academic program. With the appropriate documentation, the student will work with both AEW and their graduate programs (normally their Graduate Chair and/or Course instructor) to ensure that appropriate academic accommodations to program requirements are arranged. These accommodations include individual counselling, alternative formatted literature, accessible campus transportation, learning strategy instruction, writing exams and assistive technology instruction.

A FINAL WELCOME AND REQUEST OF STUDENTS

I welcome seminar participants and their diverse backgrounds, beliefs, ethnicities, genders, gender identities, gender expressions, national origins, religious affiliations, sexual orientations, ability, and other visible and nonvisible differences. Further, I consider the Business 9815 learning space to be a place where all will be treated with respect. As such, all seminar participants are expected to contribute to a respectful, hospitable, and inclusive environment for every other member of the course. If it is appropriate to our shared learning and you feel comfortable doing so, I encourage seminar participants to share their unique point(s) of view as we explore the course content.
SEMINAR ASSIGNED READINGS

In addition to the assigned peer-review journal articles assigned in the schedule that follows, seminar participants should generally familiarize themselves prior to each Business 9815 class session with the substantive operations management topic area specifically examined. Towards that end, *The Routledge Companion to Production and Operations Management* (2017) edited by Martin Starr and Sushil Gupta provides informative overviews of the extant research on many of the substantive operations management topic areas examined in Business 9815. Please download a copy of this book through Western Libraries and browse through the book’s contents prior to the commencement of the course. Suggested overview readings for each class session from *The Routledge Companion to Production and Operations Management* (RCPOM) are highlighted below.

**Session 1: Operations Management Research Areas and Approaches (January 11, 2024)**

RCPOM Overview Readings: Chapters 1, 35, 37

Assigned Articles:


**Session 2: Capacity Management (January 18, 2024)**

Assigned Articles:


**Session 3: Inventory Management (January 25, 2024)**

RCPOM Overview Reading: Chapter 6

Assigned Articles:


**Session 4: Production Planning and Control (February 1, 2024)**

RCPOM Overview Readings: Chapters 3, 4

Assigned Articles:


Session 5: Lean Management (February 8, 2024)

RCPOM Overview Reading: Chapter 12

Assigned Articles:


Session 6: Quality Management (February 15, 2024)

RCPOM Overview Reading: Chapter 7

Assigned Articles:


Session 7: Service Management (February 29, 2024)


**Session 8**: Healthcare Management (March 7, 2024)

**RCPOM Overview Reading**: Chapter 23

**Assigned Articles**:


**Session 9**: Supply Management (March 14, 2024)

**RCPOM Overview Readings**: Chapters 2, 36

**Assigned Articles**:


**Session 10:** Sustainable and Responsible Operations (March 21, 2024)

**RCPOM Overview Reading:** Chapter 14

**Assigned Articles:**


**Session 11:** Operations Strategy (March 28, 2024)

**RCPOM Overview Reading:** Chapter 9

**Assigned Articles:**

Session 12: Operations Management Empirical Research Opportunities (April 4, 2024)


